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Cycad International
CITES Approved for Commercial Exports

Species Available

Cycas
Ceratozamia
Dioon
Encephalartos
Zamia

We supply Premium
Landscape feature Cycads
to top end Landscape
Projects Worldwide
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Cycad International Profile

- Cycad International has one of the world's largest range of rare and exotic Cycads for commercial buyers and collectors around the world.
- Cycad International is able to supply in small and commercial quantities an extensive range of Cycads suitable for a wide diversity of climatic conditions.
- Cycad International stock list features approximately 40,000 Cycads ranging in size from seedlings to unique premium landscape feature plants.

What are Cycads

- Cycads are survivors of pre-history. Imagine growing a rare plant which has existed for over 280 million years.
- Cycads are living sculptures - awesome looking architectural plants that add a distinctive touch to any garden or landscape.
- When you grow a Cycad, you are preserving an endangered species.
- Cycads are environmentally friendly. They require little water or other resources to survive and thrive and require very little maintenance.
- Cycads are a family of plants that predate the Jurassic era referred to as "living fossils".
- There is no other group of plants commercially available that are as rare as Cycads. It is not only because of their rarity that these plants are admired, but also because of their extraordinary beauty and unusual appearance.
- Cycads are amongst the most sought-after and coveted plants.
- Cycads have a unique and distinctive appearance. They are elegant and complement many other types of plants.
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Capabilities and Capacities

- Medium Plants
  10cm+ caudex diameter plants
- Landscape Feature Plants
  15cm+ caudex diameter plants
- Unique Premium Landscape Feature Plants
  15 - 20cm+ caudex diameter plants

Stock plants in the vicinity of 40,000 Cycads plants are growing under shade in our state of the art shade structures totaling 10,000m².

An additional dedicated 3,500m² of specific plant acclimatization and conditioning space is available on site.

Plants are hardened off so they may be planted directly into landscapes on arrival in the country of destination. This acclimatization process does not need to be done again before installing plants into landscape projects which saves time and extra expense on arrival of the shipment.

Benefits of Using Cycads in Landscaping

- Drought hardy
- Water wise
- Attention-grabbing, architecturally striking plants
- Predictable dimensions
- Will happily grow in shade, part shade and full sun situations
- Require very little maintenance

Exclusive Products

- Cycad International are commercial exporters of Cycads listed as CITES Appendix I and II. As we are a CITES Registered Artificial Propagation Nursery we can ship our plants to any CITES Signatory Country in the World.

- Unique and specialised Nursery dedicated to the production of some of the world’s rarest and unique Cycads.

- Cycads are sold by the centimeter of caudex diameter (cm. CD) or trunk height (cm. CT) whichever is the greatest.
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Customs and Quarantine

- Plants are inspected by the Australian Quarantine Inspection Service (AQIS) at our Registered Quarantine Export Facility before Phytosanitary Certificates and Notices of Intention to Export are issued
- Commercial shipments of CITES Appendix I and II Cycads can be sent around the world
- Valid Export Permit for Multiple Consignments
- CITES Artificial Propagation Establishment

Shipping

- We organise all services based on customers directions and requirements
- Air freight shipments are packed, inspected and sealed with an AQIS officer on site and air freighted from Darwin
- Sea Containers are packed, inspected and sealed with an AQIS Officer at our site and shipped to Darwin Sea Freight Terminal for Shipping
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